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Learning Outcomes 

Understand the purpose of a Fedora repository 
 
Learn what Fedora can do for you 
 
Understand the key capabilities of the software 



Introduction to Fedora 4 



What is a Fedora Repository? 

Secure software that stores, preserves, and 
provides access to digital materials 
 
Supports complex semantic relationships between 
objects inside and outside the repository 
 
Supports millions of objects, both large and small 
 
Capable of interoperating with other applications 
and services 



Exposing and Connecting Content 

Flexible, extensible content modeling 
 
Atomic resources with semantic connections 
using standard ontologies 
 
RDF-based metadata using Linked Data 
 
RESTful API with native RDF response format 



Fedora 4 Project Goals 

Improved performance 
 
Flexible storage options 
 
Research data management 
 
Linked open data support 
 
Improved platform for developers 



Basic Concepts 



New Vocabulary 

Fedora 3 Fedora 4 

Objects and Datastreams Resources 

Objects Containers 

Datastreams Binaries 



Resources 

Both containers and binaries are resources 
 
Container resources can have both containers 
and binaries as children 
 
The tree structure allows for inheritance of 
things like security policies 
 
 



Properties 

Resources have a number of properties, 
expressed as RDF triples 
 

Name-value pairs; translated to RDF on REST-
API responses 

 
Properties can be RDF literals or URIs 
 
Any number of RDF namespaces can be defined 
and used 



Core Features 



Component Stack 



Standards 

Focus on existing standards 
 
Fewer customizations to maintain 
 
Opportunities to participate in related 
communities 
 
 



Core Features and Standards 
CRUD - LDP 
 
Versioning - Memento? 
 
Authorization - WebAC? 
 
Transactions 
 
Fixity 
 
Import/Export - RDF export? 



Versioning 

Versions can be created on resources with an 
API call 
 
A previous version can be restored via the 
REST-API 
 
 



Authorization 

The authorization framework provides a plug-in 
point within the repository that calls out to an 
optional authorization enforcement module 
 
Currently, three authorization implementations 
exist: No-op, Role-based and XACML 
 
 



Role Based Authorization 

Role-based authorization compares the user's 
role(s) with an Access Control List (ACL) 
defined on a Fedora resource 
 
ACLs can be inherited; if a given resource does 
not have an associated ACL, Fedora will 
examine parent resources until it finds one 
 
 



XACML Authorization 

A default policy must be defined for the 
repository, and each resource can override the 
default with another policy 
 
An XACML policy referenced by a resource will 
also apply to all the resource's children, unless 
they define their own XACML policies that 
override the parent policy 
 
 



Transactions 

Multiple actions can be bundled together into a 
single repository event (transaction) 
 
Transactions can be rolled back or committed 
 
Can be used to maintain consistency 
 
 



Fixity 

Over time, digital objects can become corrupt 
 
Fixity checks help preserve digital objects by 
verifying their integrity 
 
On ingest, Fedora can verify a user-provided 
checksum against the calculated value 
 
A checksum can be recalculated and compared at 
any time via a REST-API request  



Export and Import 

A specific Fedora container, its child 
containers, and associated binaries can be 
exported 
 
Exported containers can be serialized in a 
standard RDF format 
 
An exported container or hierarchy of 
containers can be imported at any time 



Backup and Restore 

A full backup can be performed at any time 
 
A full restore from a repository backup can be 
performed at any time 
 
 



Non-core Features 



Two Feature Types 

Optional, pluggable components 
 
Separate projects that can interact with 
Fedora 4 using a common pattern 

 
External components 

 
Consume and act off repository messages 

 
 



Component Architecture 



External Component Integrations 

Leverages the well-supported Apache Camel 
project 
 

Camel is middleware for integration with 
external systems 

 
Can handle any asynchronous, event-driven 
workflow 

 
 



External - Indexing 

Index repository content for search 
 
Content can be assigned the rdf:type property 
"Indexable" to filter from non-indexable content 
 
Solr has been tested 
 
 



External - Triplestore 

An external triplestore can be used to index the 
RDF triples of Fedora resources 
 
Any triplestore that supports SPARQL-update 
can be plugged in  
 

Fuseki and Sesame have been tested 
 
 



External - Audit Service 

Maintains a history of events for each 
repository resource 
 
Both internal repository events and events from 
external sources can be recorded 
 
Uses the existing event system and an external 
triplestore 
 
 



Pluggable - OAI Provider 

fcrepo4-oaiprovider implements Open Archives 
Protocol Version 2.0 using Fedora 4 as the 
backend 
 
Exposes an endpoint which accepts OAI 
conforming HTTP requests 
 
Supports oai_dc out if the box, but users are 
able to add their own metadata format 
definitions to oai.xml 
 
 



Pluggable - SWORD Server 

SWORD is a lightweight protocol for depositing 
content from one location to another 
 
fcrepo4-swordserver implements 2.0 AtomPub 
Profile, using Fedora 4 as the backend 
 
SWORD v2 includes AtomPub CRUD 
operations 
 
 



Performance and 
Scalability 





Metrics 

A number of scalability tests have been run: 
 
Uploaded a 1 TB file via REST API 
 
16 million objects via federation 
 
10 million objects via REST API 

 
 



Transaction Performance 

Multiple actions can be bundled together into a 
single repository event (transaction) 
 
Transactions offer performance benefits by 
cutting down on the number of times data is 
written to the repository filesystem (which tends 
to be the slowest action) 
 
 



Clustering 

Two or more Fedora instances can be 
configured to work together in a cluster 
 
Fedora 4 currently supports clustering for high-
availability use cases 
 
A load balancer can be setup in front of two or 
more Fedora instances to evenly distribute read 
requests across each instance 



Roadmap 



Asynchronous storage 
 
Web Access Control 
 
Human-readable file system 

In the next 6 months... 



Migrating from Fedora 3 to 4 
David Wilcox 

DuraSpace 



Learning Outcomes 

Understand the main differences between 
Fedora 3 and 4 
 
Learn about the current state of migration tools 
and data modeling in the Fedora community 
 
Explore new possibilities for enhancing data in 
Fedora 4 
 
 



Differences Between 
Fedora 3 and Fedora 4 



Fedora 3 
●  FOXML objects 
●  Inline XML and XML datastreams 
 
Fedora 4 
●  Web resources (containers & binaries) 
●  RDF properties and XML binaries 
 
 

Objects, Datastreams, & Resources 



Flat vs. Hierarchy 

Fedora 3 
●  Objects and datastreams at the top level 
●  No inherent tree structure 
 
Fedora 4 
●  Containers and binaries in a hierarchy 
●  All resources descend from a root resource 



File System 

Fedora 3 
●  Objects directory and datastreams directory 
●  Both objects and datastreams are in a 

PairTree 
 
Fedora 4 
●  Containers directory and binaries directory 
●  Containers in a database (e.g. LevelDB) 
●  Datastreams in a PairTree 



PID vs. Path 

Fedora 3 
●  Objects have Persistent Identifers (PIDs) 
●  An object’s PID can never be altered 
 
Fedora 4 
●  Resources have an internal UUID 
●  Resources have a repository path 
●  This can be user-defined or generated via a 

PID-minter 
 
 



Linked Data Basics 



Linked Data 

Fedora 4 conforms to the LDP 1.0 
recommendation 
 
Metadata can be represented as RDF triples 
that point to resources inside and outside the 
repository 
 
Many possibilities for exposing, importing, 
sharing resources with the broader web 



Benefits of LDP and Linked Data 

Interoperability: 
●  Between different Fedora implementations 
●  Between Fedora and LDP clients 
●  Between Fedora and linked data services 
 
Authority control 
 
Discoverability 



Making Assertions with Triples 

Subject 
(Noun) 

Object 
(Noun) 

Predicate 

(Verb) 



Making Assertions with Triples 

is the capital of is a part of 



Establishing identity with URIs 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indianapolis 
 
http://dbpedia.org/page/Indianapolis 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indiana 
 
http://dbpedia.org/page/Indiana 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States 
 
http://dbpedia.org/page/United_States 



RDF Serialization Formats 

RDF can be serialized into a number of 
formats: 
●  JSON-LD 
●  Turtle 
●  N-Triples 
●  N3 
●  XML 



Ontologies 

Ontologies are formal specifications of shared 
conceptualizations 
 
Well-known RDF ontologies: 
●  Dublin Core 
●  FOAF 
●  schema.org 
●  SKOS 
●  BIBFRAME 
●  Fedora 



Vocabularies 

Vocabularies provide a controlled list of 
authorities, each with a URI 
 
Well-known vocabularies: 
●  DBpedia 
●  Library of Congress Subject Headings 
●  Getty vocabularies 
●  Virtual International Authority File 
 



Linked Data Rules 

●  Use URIs as names 

●  Use HTTP URIs so that people can look up names 

●  When someone looks up a URI, provide useful 

information, using the standards (RDF*, SPARQL) 

●  Include links to other URIs, so that they can discover 

more things. 

 



Data Modeling 



Modeling and Mapping 

A data model defines intellectual concepts and 
their relationships with one another 
 
 
 
 
 
Mapping involves translating your data 
(including relationships) to fit the model 

Collection Object File 
Contains Contains 



Mapping Properties - Objects 
Fedora 3 Fedora 4 Example 

PID PID dcterms:identifier prefix:1234 

State state fedora:status active 

Label label dcterms:title Some Title 

Created Date createdDate fedora:created 2014-01-20T04:34:26.331Z 

Modified Date lastModifiedDat
e 

fedora:lastModified 2014-01-20T04:34:26.331Z 

Owner ownerID fedora:createdBy Chuck Norris 



Mapping Properties - Datastreams 
Fedora 3 Fedora 4 Example 

DSID ID dcterms:identifier prefix:1234 

State state fedora:status active 

Versionable VERSIONBLE fedora:hasVersion
s 

true 

Label label dcterms:title Some Title 

Created Date createdDate fedora:created 2014-01-20T04:34:26.331Z 

Modified Date N/A fedora:lastModified 2014-01-20T04:34:26.331Z 

Mimetype MIMETYPE fedora:mimeType image/jpg 

Size SIZE premis:hasSize 50000 



Portland Common Data Model 



PCDM Examples 

●  Sufia 
●  Postcard 
●  Postcard with ordering 
 
https://wiki.duraspace.org/display/FF/PCDM+Mappings+-+Reference+Diagrams+for+Comment 



T B

Content 
pcdm:File 

A

o/GenericFile 
pcdm:Object 

AD

c/Collections 
pcdm:Collection 

AD

o/SufiaWork 
pcdm:Object 

AD

T B

Thumbnail 
pcdm:File 

A T B

ExtractedText 
pcdm:File 

A

pdcm:hasFile 

Including Fits 
XML as RDF 

pdcm:hasMember 

pdcm:hasMember 



Ordering 



T B 

o/Front/files/ 
frontFull.jpg 
pcdm:File 

A 

o/Postcard 
pcdm:Object 

A D 

c/Postcards 
pcdm:Collection 

A D 

o/Front 
pcdm:Object 

A D 

o/Back 
pcdm:Object 

A D 

T B A T B A T B A 

o/Front/files/ 
frontThumb.jpg 

pcdm:File 

o/Back/files/ 
backFull.jpg 
pcdm:File 

o/Back/files/ 
backThumb.jpg 

pcdm:File 

hasMember 

hasMember hasMember 

hasFile hasFile hasFile hasFile 



T B 

o/Front/files/ 
frontFull.jpg 
pcdm:File 

A 

o/Postcard 
pcdm:Object 

A D 

c/Postcards 
pcdm:Collection 

A D 

ore:Proxy 

o/Front 
pcdm:Object 

A D 

o/Back 
pcdm:Object 

A D 

T B A T B A T B A 

o/Front/files/ 
frontThumb.jpg 

pcdm:File 

o/Back/files/ 
backFull.jpg 
pcdm:File 

o/Back/files/ 
backThumb.jpg 

pcdm:File 

ore:Proxy 

hasMember 

hasMember hasMember 

hasFile hasFile hasFile hasFile 

proxyIn proxyIn 

proxyFor proxyFor 

next first last 



Data Migration Tools 



Motivations 

Preserve Fedora 3 content, history and audit log 
 
Leverage Fedora 4 features 
 
Make data accessible and functional in the new 
environment 
 
Make migration easier, faster and less error-prone 



Initiatives 

Fedora-based “migration-utils” 
Hydra-based “fedora-migrate” 



migration-utils - Philosophy 

FOXML is a complete representation of the object 
 
FOXML offers a wide range of compatibility with 
various versions of Fedora 
 
FOXML migration doesn't require the Fedora 3 
repository software to be running 
 
Large number of existing frameworks for efficiently 
processing XML 



migration-utils - Considerations 

Migration of non-repo data (configuration, 
global XACML policies, etc.) will need special 
handling 
 
Writing and using plugins for mapping complex 
metadata must be easy 



migration-utils - Process 

1. Read and process FOXML documents 
2. Migrate PIDs 
3. Convert inline XML to managed XML or RDF 

properties 
4. Convert datastreams to binaries or RDF 

properties 
5. Migrate versions 



fedora-migrate - Overview 

Hydra-based migration tool 
 
Iterates over Fedora 3 using the Rubydora gem 
and migrates in two steps: 
 
1. Fedora 4 resources created with the same ID 
2. Permissions and relationships migrated 



fedora-migrate - Requirements 

1. A working Hydra application using Fedora4 

2. An existing Fedora3 instance 

3. All models defined in your Hydra/Fedora4 

application 



Enhancements 



Lightweight and granular compared to XML 
 
Inline XML is no longer applicable 
 
Converting Inline XML and/or XML datastreams 
(e.g. RELS-EXT, RELS-INT) to RDF properties 

Taking Advantage of Properties 



New Query Possibilities 

New possibilities for complex queries that 
extend beyond the limits of the repository 
●  Linked data relationships can be exposed 

via a standardized SPARQL-Query 
●  Web applications can take advantage of 

these standardized representations 
●  Data can be shared and queried in new and 

interesting ways 



Enhancing Your Metadata 

XML metadata datastreams are still supported, but 
there are new opportunities to explore! 
 
XML metadata can be converted into RDF 
metadata using an RDF-based schema 
 
RDF metadata is easier to query and share 
 
Take advantage of linked data by pointing to 
authority URIs 



Hands-On 
Seeing Fedora 4 Firsthand 



Learning Objectives 

 

Explore core and external features 

Explore Fedora HTML UI 

Gain insight into content modeling (PCDM) 

Gain insight into interaction models (LDP) 
 



Fedora Vagrant Components 

Solr 

Triplestore 
(Fuseki, Sesame) 
●  Audit Service 
●  SPARQL-Query 

F4 

LDP / WebAC?? / Memento?? A
pache C

am
el 



Final result (structure) 
●  cover/ 
○  files/ 

■  cover.jpg 
■  cover.tiff 

●  book/ 
○  members/ 

■  coverProxy 

●  favorites/ 
○  members/ 

■  bookProxy 



Final result (relationships) 
●  cover/ 

o  pcdm:hasFile 
■  cover.jpg 
■  cover.tiff 

●  book/ 
○  pcdm:hasMember 

■  cover/ 

●  favorites/ 
○  pcdm:hasMember 

■  book/ 



Final result (relationships) 

 
<cover> pcdm:hasFile <cover.jpg> 
<cover> pcdm:hasFile <cover.tiff> 
 
<book> pcdm:hasMember <cover> 
 
<favorites> pcdm:hasMember <book> 



Create a “cover” Container 

 
PUT vs. POST 
 
...Note: names in demo are only for readability 
 



Make “cover” a pcdm:Object 

 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
INSERT {      
  <http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest/cover>    
  rdf:type  
  pcdm:Object  
} 
WHERE { } 
 



REDUX 
Make “cover” a pcdm:Object 

 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
INSERT { <> a pcdm:Object } 
WHERE { } 
 



Create “files” Container 

 
...contained inside “cover” 



Make “files” an ldp:DirectContainer 
PREFIX ldp: <http://www.w3.org/ns/ldp#> 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
INSERT { 
  </fcrepo/rest/cover/files/>  rdf:type  ldp:DirectContainer . 
  <>  rdf:type  pcdm:Object . 
  <>  ldp:membershipResource </fcrepo/rest/cover/> . 
  <>  ldp:hasMemberRelation pcdm:hasFile . 
} 
WHERE { } 
 



REDUX 
Make “files” an ldp:DirectContainer 

PREFIX ldp: <http://www.w3.org/ns/ldp#> 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
INSERT { 
  <> a ldp:DirectContainer, pcdm:Object ; 
       ldp:membershipResource </fcrepo/rest/cover/> ; 
       ldp:hasMemberRelation pcdm:hasFile . 
} 
WHERE { } 
 



Create some cover binaries 

...contained inside “files” 
 
cover.jpg 
cover.tif 
 
 
* See auto-generated relationship on “cover” 
* Fixity 
 



Create a “book” Container 

 
 
 
 



Make “book” a pcdm:Object 

 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
INSERT { <> a pcdm:Object } 
WHERE { } 
 



Create a “members” Container 

 
...contained inside “book” 
 
 



Make “members” an ldp:IndirectContainer 

PREFIX ldp: <http://www.w3.org/ns/ldp#> 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
PREFIX ore: <http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/> 
 
INSERT { 
  <> a ldp:IndirectContainer, pcdm:Object ; 
       ldp:membershipResource </fcrepo/rest/book/> ; 
       ldp:hasMemberRelation pcdm:hasMember ;          
       ldp:insertedContentRelation ore:proxyFor . 
} 
WHERE { } 
 



Create a “coverProxy” Container 

 
...contained inside “members” 
 
 
 
 
 



Make “coverProxy” proxy for... 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
PREFIX ore: <http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/> 
 
INSERT { 
  <> a pcdm:Object ; 
       ore:proxyFor </fcrepo/rest/cover/> ; 
       ore:proxyIn </fcrepo/rest/book/> . 
} 
WHERE { } 
 
 
 
 
 



Bask in the magic... 

 
...Generated relationship on “book” 
 
 



Bonus 
Round 



Create a “favorites” Container 
 
...Just like “book”, except a pcdm:Collection 
 
 
 
 



Make “favorites” a pcdm:Collection 

 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
INSERT { <> a pcdm:Collection } 
WHERE { } 
 



Create a “members” Container 

 
...contained inside “favorites” 
 
 



Make “members” an ldp:IndirectContainer 

PREFIX ldp: <http://www.w3.org/ns/ldp#> 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
PREFIX ore: <http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/> 
 
INSERT { 
  <> a ldp:IndirectContainer, pcdm:Object ; 
       ldp:membershipResource </fcrepo/rest/favorites/> ; 
       ldp:hasMemberRelation pcdm:hasMember ;          
       ldp:insertedContentRelation ore:proxyFor . 
} 
WHERE { } 
 



Create a “bookProxy” Container 

 
...contained inside “members” 
 
 
 
 
 



Make “bookProxy” proxy for... 
PREFIX pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
PREFIX ore: <http://www.openarchives.org/ore/terms/> 
 
INSERT { 
  <> a pcdm:Object ; 
       ore:proxyFor </fcrepo/rest/book/> ; 
       ore:proxyIn </fcrepo/rest/favorites/> . 
} 
WHERE { } 
 
 
 
 
 



Success! 
 

...See auto-created relationship on “favorites” 
 



Other Features 

 
* Versioning 
* Transactions 
* Transform 
* Authorization 
 



SPARQL Queries 
 



Find Collections 

prefix pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
select ?r where { 
?r a pcdm:Collection 
} 



Find Resources with Members  

prefix pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
 
select ?r ?m where { 
?r pcdm:hasMember ?m 
} 
 



Find Resources with TIF files  
prefix pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
prefix fedora: <http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/repository#> 
prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> 
 
select ?r ?m ?f where { 
?r pcdm:hasMember ?m . 
?m pcdm:hasFile ?f . 
?f fedora:mimeType "image/tiff"^^xsd:string 
} 



Find Resources with nested TIF files   
prefix pcdm: <http://pcdm.org/models#> 
prefix fedora: <http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/repository#> 
prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> 
 
select ?r ?m ?f where { 
?r pcdm:hasMember+ ?m . 
?m pcdm:hasFile ?f . 
?f fedora:mimeType "image/tiff"^^xsd:string 
} 



Find Binary larger than 1-MB  
prefix premis: <http://www.loc.gov/premis/rdf/v1#> 
prefix fedora: <http://fedora.info/definitions/v4/repository#> 
 
select ?r ?s where { 
?r a fedora:Binary . 
?r premis:hasSize ?s . 
FILTER (?s > 100000) 
} 
 



F4 / LDP / PCDM in action 

 
LDP-PCDM-F4+In+Action  



Content Migration 
Fedora 3 to Fedora 4 



Topics 

●  migration overview review 
●  data migration planning 
●  functionality migration planning 
●  data migration with “migration-utils” 
 



Migration Concerns 

●  Data Migration 
○  metadata format migration 

●  Functionality Migration 
○  access controls 
○  service migration 
○  integrations 

 



Data Migration Planning: Purpose 

 
Access vs Preservation 

 



Data Migration Planning: 
Preservation Needs 

●  Is any loss/ambiguities in metadata 
tolerable? 

●  Is any transformation of metadata 
serialization tolerable? 

 
 



Functionality Migration Planning: 
Purpose 
 
What behaviors of Fedora 3 would you like to carry over in 
Fedora 4? 



Functionality Migration Planning: 
Access Controls 

●  How complex are your access control 
scenarios? 
o  broad policies  
o  collection policies may impact F4 organization 
o  per object policies 
o  granularity may impact migration strategies (XML to 

RDF) 
 
 



Functionality Migration Planning: 
Service Migrations 

●  What is the nature of your service 
deployments? 
o  Metadata transformations? 
o  Image derivatives? 
o  Something else? 

 
 



Functionality Migration Planning: 
Integration and Access Needs 

●  What content is used by external systems or 
has been advertised to users? 

●  What expectations for continued and 
consistent access are there? 

 
 



a starting point 

Using migration-utils 



About migration-utils 

●  collaboratively developed 
●  open source 
●  java 
●  command line 
●  front-end agnostic 
 
https://github.com/fcrepo4-labs/migration-utils 



Getting started 

●  Make sure you have java 8 
●  Download the utility 

o  migration-utils-4.2.1-SNAPSHOT-driver.jar 

●  Get access to Fedora 3 data 
o  sample-foxml.zip 



Getting started (wget) 
mkdir migration-demo 
cd migration-demo 
 
curl -L http://git.io/vICpq -o “migration.jar” 
 
curl -L http://git.io/vICp2 -o "sample2.zip" 
 
unzip sample.zip 

 



Getting started (curl) 
mkdir migration-demo 
cd migration-demo 
 
wget -O migration.jar http://git.io/vICpq 
wget -O sample.zip http://git.io/vICp2 
 
unzip sample.zip 
 



Getting started 
README  at https://github.com/fcrepo4-labs/migration-utils 

●  Background work 
o  Determine your migration source FOXML 

§  akubra 
§  legacy fs 
§  exported 

o  Determine your destination location  
§  http://localhost:8080/fcrepo/rest 



Configuring the tool 

●  Download a default configuration 
o  from browser http://git.io/vIONy 
o  using curl or wget 

 
wget http://git.io/vICAy -O config.xml 
curl -L http://git.io/vICAy -o config.xml 

 
 
 
 
 



Configuring the tool 

Start at the “migrator” bean definition. 
 
●  source 
●  handler 
 



Source configuration 

●  native foxml  
●  exported foxml 
 
The sample data was exported, so let’s start 
with the 
“exportedFoxmlDirectoryObjectSource”. 



 
Source configuration: 
Exported FOXML Directory Source 
●  exportDir 

o  the directory containing your exported foxml 
 
 
 
●  localFedoraServer 



Local Configuration 



Make the “empty” directory... 
 

mkdir empty 



Run the migration 
 
 
 

java -jar migration.jar config.xml 
 



Configure the handler 



Run the migration 
 
 
 

java -jar migration.jar config.xml 
 



View the results 



Advanced Topics 

●  Advanced ID mapping  
●  Cached index directories 
●  Namespace configuration 
●  Redirect/External datastream import 
●  Unofficial internal links 
●  RELS-INT 
 



Next Steps 
Where to learn more about Fedora 4 



Fedora 4 documentation 
 
Fedora 4 wiki 
 
Fedora 4 mailing lists 

Useful Resources 


